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Hello, 
 
Are you ready for an adventure? Psalm 119 is the Mount Everest of Psalms! It is the longest 
psalm and the longest chapter in the Bible and contains 176 verses. Because the Book of 
Psalms is the longest book in the Bible, it displays the importance of our praise and worship to 
God. Because Psalm 119 is the longest psalm, it reveals the importance of God’s Word to God. 
And finally, because Psalm 119 is the longest psalm, it makes known the importance of God’s 
Word to us personally.

Maybe you don’t feel up to another adventure, like you can’t add one more thing to your 
already full life. If that is the case, Psalm 119 is the perfect travel companion for you as 
treasure is mined by studying just 8 verses a week for the next twenty-two weeks. 

Let me tell you a bit more about Selah. This method provides a framework to help you re-learn 
a new, healthy rhythm which fosters authentic renewal as you unearth the riches of Scripture. 
You were not created to go without a regular time of pausing and reflecting on the goodness 
of the Lord. Consider for a moment the rhythm of rest God has wisely built into our lives. Each 
year has four distinct seasons with one of new growth, the second of fruit producing, the third 
of harvest and then the silent pause of winter. Each week is structured with built-in rests as 
well. Six days to work and then one day of much-needed restoration. Every day has about 
sixteen hours to toil and eight to sleep. Creating and protecting these natural rhythms is one 
way we can nurture the worn and depleted areas of our souls. 

I chose the name Selah because between the lines of poetry and the psalms the term Selah is 
used 74 times and creates a pocket of time to pause and listen. This Hebrew word is a musical 
term which denotes a moment of time to pause, think, remember and thank God for His 
abundant goodness. Selah is the Hebrew word for pause and reflect. 

Oh, I know in our busy lives, Bible study often becomes something we “have to” do rather than 
a time we “get to” experience.  We may read the Word, but we don’t interact with it, and the 
result is it resides in our head rather than our heart. 

Do you think it is possible for you to release the notion that being exhausted means we are 
productive? Could it be one of the best ways to care for our souls is to welcome a time of rest 
which comes from gently dwelling (pitching a tent) in the word of God daily? The Selah study is 
a way to create space for the beauty of God’s word to be observed, a moment to embrace rest 
and revive your relationship with God through His Son or to listen to His still, soft voice. Psalm 
119:114 states, “You are my hiding place and my shield: I hope in Your word.” The Selah study 
of Psalm 119 is an unusual, even restful way of unpacking and applying God’s Word.

My prayer is when you use this method to pause and listen, you will unmistakably hear God 
speaking. 

Blessings,
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The Goals for the Selah Psalm 119:

• Assist you to carefully observe and meditate upon the Scriptures in a way that maximizes 
your time in God’s Word

• Open up your hearts to God through the Word and spending time with Him

• Know the Father even better by reading the Bible and praying daily

• Learn how to HEAR God’s Word and RESPOND to, ‘what is God saying to me?’ and ‘what 
am I going to do about it?’  

• Utilize this as a discipleship tool as a way to share Christ with others and help them grow

• Grow in your faith 

Forever, O Lord, your word is firmly fixed in 
the heavens. Your faithfulness endures to all 
generations; you have established the earth, and 
it stands fast. By your appointment they stand 

this day, for all things are your servants.

- Psalm 119:89-91
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What is Selah?
 

PROCESS 

Selah is a gentle, methodical process which helps to create both time and space to interact 
with God’s Word. The beauty of this study is not in the method, but rather the unfathomable 
riches of the Bible. Simply put, Selah is a framework and a plan to systematically engage 
intimately with Scripture by engaging both mind and spirit. Selah encourages study, meditation, 
and application of the Word and is a useful tool for discipleship in the lives of others.

 
FLEXIBLE 

The Selah Bible study method utilized in a variety of settings has broad application. Here are 
a few: as an individual, in a family, small groups or as a congregation in preparation for the 
Sunday message by the Pastor.

 
DISCIPLINE

Selah is designed to study one passage of scripture five days in a row. This simple strategy 
allows there to be a pattern for the development of the critical habit of daily quiet time for the 
individual, small group, family worship time, or congregation. Participants will develop the joyful 
discipline of feasting on the Word of God daily. No more wasted time on what passage to read 
and study.
 

ACCOUNTABILITY

By meeting weekly in small groups, people can share their discoveries and insights. Small Selah 
Groups are a perfect opportunity to develop fellowship and accountability surrounding the 
passage studied. 

 
DISCIPLESHIP

Selah encourages the culture of discipleship at church and home. While meeting, life issues 
and conviction will inevitably arise. Selah creates an opportunity to utilize the Word of God and 
begin the “along-side” relationship of discipleship. 
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The Selah Journal
 

“Oh, the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable

are his judgments and how inscrutable his ways!” Romans 11:33 

 
USING YOUR SELAH JOURNAL 

Your Selah Journal is a tool to help you unpack the richness of God’s Word and gives you an 
opportunity to apply it to your life. Like any tool, this one will not serve you if you don’t use it. 
Selah is designed to be used five days a week reading the same assigned portion of scripture 
for five consecutive days. Simply put, read the designated portion of scripture five days in a 
row. Daily, after you read the selected scripture, you will record your discoveries, observations, 
questions, and application in the designated places of the journal. The length of time you spend 
on the Selah study is flexible but typically takes between 15-30 minutes to read and record 
your findings, but you may wish to take more time.  

Like any new habit, it takes work to form a new habit, and it is work. In time, this practice can 
become a routine to relish! However, to make this transition, I encourage you to view the time 
as something positive, something you look forward to by setting the mood. Select the time of 
day carefully, early in the morning seems to work best for some, however, nap time or right 
before bed for others. Eliminate distractions, play soft worshipful music, light a candle, and by 
all means, grab a cup of coffee or tea. 

Because Selah is Hebrew for pause and reflect, this study is designed with two distinct methods 
to embrace the rest and the refreshment of reflecting on the Word of God. 

PAUSE 

The “pause” portion is when we take time out of our busy life and mine for gold. We dig into 
the scripture and find out the intent of the Author and the meaning for the original audience of 
this Book. The following sections are the Bible study portion of Selah Words I Looked Up, Key 
People, Questions I Asked, and Connected Scripture is the first four parts and where knowledge 
and understanding about the passage are gained.  

LISTEN 

The “listen/reflect” portions are where we move from unearthing the newly discovered nuggets 
of gold to the challenging exercise of “what am I to do with this information.” Listening and 
reflecting upon the Word takes the study to a much level deeper. You will find the “listen/
reflect” portion in the last sections of the form. It includes Favorite Verse, Main Theme, God’s 
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Revealed Character, S-E-L-A-H (P), Additional Observations, Listening Prayer, and Personal 
Prayer (ACTS). It is within these sections we are chewing on the Word of God, breaking it 
down and applying it to our lives. These practices allow us to meditate actively on the passage. 
Without meditation, the scripture tends to stay cerebral, rather than touching your heart and 
transforming your life.

…this poem is not, and does not pretend to be, a 
sudden outpouring of the heart like, say, Psalm 18. 
It is a pattern, a thing done like embroidery, stitch 
by stitch, through long, quiet hours, for love of the 
subject and for the delight in leisurely, disciplined 

craftsmanship.
- C.S. Lewis
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Selah Daily Schedule

“Truly my soul finds rest in God; my salvation comes from Him” Psalm 62:1 

 

PRAY

Each week we have included a place for you to record your prayers based upon the scripture 
you are engaging in through Selah. There are three ways to interact with God through prayer. 
The first is Listening Prayer. In this portion, you are invited to take notice of the direction God 
is giving you through the passage and record it here. Secondly, you are directed to write out 
your prayers in light of the scripture passage just read by using the acronym ACTS. And finally, 
in the back of the book, you will find a form for Strategic Prayer as a way to pray on behalf of 
those who need to know the Lord.

READ
 

Read the portion of scripture slowly and deliberately. It also helps if you read the passage out 
loud a few times. This methodical and deliberate interaction allows you to thoughtfully consider 
the verses you are reading and marinate in God’s word. The words you are reading are not just 
any words but are alive and active as they work to change our hearts and minds. Hebrews 4:12 

RECORD

After reading the passage, record what you discovered in the appropriate space. The idea is to 
take the time to immerse yourself into the portion of scripture, ask questions, and be curious! 
More detailed instructions and additional questions can be found in the How to Use Your Selah 
Journal. 

PRAY

Each week we have included a place for you to record your prayer requests and the answers 
you received! Also included is a place for Listening Prayer, personal prayer using the ACTS 
method, and Strategic Prayer for those you know who need the Lord.

SMALL GROUP (optional)

If you desire, form a group of three or more that meet weekly for the eight weeks of the study. 
Small groups are the perfect setting for accountability and to share what the Lord is teaching 
you through His word. A portion of your group time can be for specific and corporate prayer. 
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How to Use Your Selah Journal

“Thou hast made us for thyself, O Lord, and our heart is restless until it finds its rest in thee.”  

Augustine of Hippo, Confessions 

 
For five days in a row, after you read the assigned portion, you will record your findings in the 
Selah form. There will be days when you won’t have enough room or time to capture all you 
discover, and there will be other times when you will not be able to fill out each section with 
as much information. 

pause
The Selah method is a two-part process of pausing and listening. The first step is to grant 
yourself permission to take fifteen to thirty minutes daily to gain perspective and create a 
breathing space by purposefully stepping out of the rush of the world and into the presence of 
the Lord by reading and studying His Word.

words I looked up 

Record the meaning of names, places, or words in the portion called Words I Looked Up. Be 
curious! By investigating these words, you will bring a fuller, richer understanding of the text 
you are reading. A concordance, Bible dictionary, as well as other translations of the passage 
will be helpful. You can find many of these resources online. The following questions will help 
you. Which words stand out as I read? Do I understand what the word means? Are there any 
phrases or words I don’t understand?

key people 

In this portion, you will look up the people mentioned. List all the characters mentioned. Who 
are they? What do their names mean? Where else are they referred to in the Bible? Reread the 
passage and record everything you have learned about them in the passage.
 

questions I asked 

As you read the scripture passage, you may find yourself asking questions about what was 
occuring. Allow yourself time to wonder, to think deeply and to ask questions about God’s 
Word! Record them here and discuss them with your small group or search out the answers 
during your quiet time.  
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connected scripture(s) 

As a portion of scripture is read, and reread daily, investigate the other passages recorded in 
the margin of your Bible or in the footnotes. What is the benefit of reading additional passages? 
Let me answer the question with a question. Have you heard the phrase “let scripture interpret 
scripture”? This statement is a fundamental principle of interpretation or “what does this 
mean?” We can understand what the Bible text is saying by reading what it says about similar 
or same things in other passages of scripture. We find these in the Cross-References and 
Footnotes. Record the scripture you look up here and a note about the significance.

listen  

In John 10:27 Jesus said, “My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me.”  
Our Heavenly Father’s voice is distinctive from all the other voices that are clamoring for our 
attention. In this verse, Jesus promises His sheep they will hear His voice. In the next section, 
you are quieting yourself so you can hear the still soft voice of the Lord. I urge you to make 
time to listen, and as you do, your ears will be tuned to hear and obey. 

 

favorite verse(s) 

Often a verse will leap off the page at you as you read or will keep coming back to you 
throughout the day. In this section, you will write the verse(s) you want to memorize or is most 
prominent to you. Take note of this particular verse here. 
 

main theme(s)

A theme is a recurring idea, pattern or motif. As you read the passage, record the various 
patterns you see occurring here. Themes are another way to help you discern what the main 
point of the passage is and how it applies to your life. 

 

God’s revealed character 

Look for the aspects of God’s character you see displayed in the assigned portion and record 
them here. The Bible is a book about God and we can learn so much about His unchanging 
character and His intentions toward us as we sift through the passages. See the Attributes of 
God list from The Navigators in the back of this journal.
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application 

Application is when the Word gets personal! Take time to listen to what the Lord is teaching 
you. Record the lessons learned here and discover application to your life. We want to move 
from self-centered understanding to God-centered understanding. The Bible is a book about 
God revealing Himself to man. By focusing on who He is, we see ourselves more clearly. The 
following questions will help you to apply the scripture to your life. 
 
• S - State sins to forsake? 
• E - Explore errors to avoid? 
• L - Live out lessons to learn? 
• A - Affirm promises to claim? 
• H - Highlight commands to obey 
• Pause and Listen- Reflections 

additional observations 

Write your observations, insights, and any additional information you would like to record in 
this portion. 
 

prayer portion 

In this important piece of the Selah form, prayer is explored and engaged. Oswald Chambers 
wisely said, “Prayer is getting into perfect communion with God; I tell Him what I know He 
knows so I may get to know it as He does.” 
 

listening prayer 

In both the old and new Testament there are numerous examples of God speaking to His 
people in the Bible. He wants to be known by His people. Because prayer is two-way 
communication between the Lord and us, it is appropriate and necessary for us to listen. Why 
can we trust Him to care about our most intimate needs? Let’s look at Psalm 62:8 “Trust in 
him at all times, O people; pour out your heart before him; God is a refuge for us. Selah” 
Notice trust and refuge come almost as bookends to this verse. It is only because of His 
character we can safely take refuge in Him and pour out our hearts like water. Finally, we are 
instructed to Selah – pause and listen. 

While the act of pausing and listening might sound easy, it often is difficult because it requires 
us to stop our hectic pace and be silent. Start with five and work up to 20 minutes just sitting 
before the Lord quietly. Write down what you have heard and then ask yourself the following 
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questions as a guideline.  I encourage you to ask these questions because I don’t want you to 
be in error and take God’s word very seriously! 

1. Does it exalt Jesus Christ? (John 15:26, 16:13-14, 1 John 4:6) 

2. Because God does not contradict Himself, we must ask if it is scriptural? (Proverbs 30:5-6, 
Revelations 22:18)

3. Does God cause it to happen? (Isaiah 55:10-11)
 

personal prayer - ACTS 
In this area, you will find the prayer acronym ACTS. It stands for Adoration: A place where you 
can give God glory and honor He is due. Confession: In this part, sin in your life is examined 
and authentically confessed. Thanksgiving: Write down what you are thankful for in your life. 
Supplication: Pray for your needs and others. For more targeted prayer there is a Strategic 
Prayer worksheet in the back of this journal.

The unfolding of your words gives light; it gives 
understanding to the simple.

- Psalm 119:130
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The Hebrew Alphabet

For the next twenty-two weeks, you will be marinating in the psalm Charles Spurgeon referred 
to as the “golden alphabet’ and with good reason! Psalm 119 is an intricate masterpiece most 
likely written for children as a device to learn the Hebrew alphabet with eight examples in each 
of the 22 sections. As the students studied and memorized the 176 verses, they discovered a 
wide variety of topics.  Psalm 119 taught them math (each letter has a number value), how 
to interact with God, eternal life, the benefits of obeying the law and salvation from sin.  
Undoubtedly, the primary focus of Psalm 119 is the magnitude and magnificence of the Word of 
God. 

The Hebrew alphabet has twenty-two letters and Psalm 119 is divided into twenty-two 
sections; each section is titled with a Hebrew letter. Each of the twenty-two sections has eight 
verses, and each verse contains eight examples of the Hebrew letter listed in the heading. 
The Hebrew alphabet originally was in the form of pictures or pictograph and each letter 
represented a concept. 

One more thing to keep in mind is that every Hebrew letter is also assigned a numeric value. 
Alef through yod are the numbers 1-10. Kaf through qof are 20-100 and resh through tav are 
200-400.
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Amazingly, God didn’t just use just one word, over and over again to describe His Law. In the 
176 verses of this chapter, the term for His Commandments are written with ten to fourteen 
different synonyms depending on the version used. Each of these phrases denotes a different 
facet or aspect of His Word.  Interestingly, five of the verses do not mention God’s Word, but 
seven verses refer to the Word of God twice. 

What I love most about this chapter in Psalms is through its command to keep the law we are 
pointed toward our need for One who kept it perfectly for us.  

Before you begin your five-month trek, I strongly encourage you to gain some initial 
understanding by establishing the context of Psalm 119.

The most valuable thing the Psalms do for me is 
to express the same delight in God which made 

David dance.
- C.S. Lewis
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Context for Selah Ruth

“Work hard so you can present yourself to God and receive his approval. Be a good worker, one who 

does not need to be ashamed and who correctly explains the word of truth.” 

2 Timothy 2:15 NLT

 
Before you even begin mining treasure from Psalm 119, I encourage you to study the context 
in which it is written. We establish this by asking a series of five questions to help define 
crucial facts. Context is a noun and determines, “the circumstances that form the setting for an 
event, statement, or idea, and in terms of which it can be fully understood and assessed”. The 
questions are as follows: 

• Who wrote Psalm 119?
 
• When was the Psalm 119 written? 

• To whom was Psalm 119 written?

• In what style was Psalm 119 written? 

• Why was Psalm 119 written? 

As we answer these questions, the multifaceted beauty of Psalm 119 unfolds and can be 
placed into the proper framework of context to gain an exact understanding of the passage. 
Misunderstanding a passage from the Bible can lead to not applying it correctly to our own lives 
and passing on the error to others. 

Another area of concern occurs when we take the Bible out of context and mold selected 
passages to say what we want it to say rather than the original meaning. Sometimes, 
misguided individuals use scripture to prove a plethora of activities that are altogether 
unbiblical. We want to do as 2 Timothy 2:15 states, “Do your best to present yourself to God as 
one approved, a worker who has no need to be ashamed, rightly handling the word of truth.”
 
There are many reliable resources you can use to discover the context. An excellent study 
Bible will have, at the beginning of each book, a thorough introduction and will answer most 
if not all of the context questions. Here are a few dependable online options to discover this 
information are BibleGateway.org, BlueLetterBible.org or BibleHub.com.
.
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Selah Five Questions to Gain Perspective
 

1. Who wrote Psalm 119?  

2. When was Psalm 119 written? 

3. To whom was Psalm 119 written? 

4. In what style was Psalm 119 written?

a. HISTORICAL NARRATIVE: An accurate retelling of events. Intends to be taken at as a 
truthful account of what happened.

b. PARABLES/STORYTELLING: Carefully chosen characters and settings to teach a lesson or 
illustrate a point.

c. LAW CODES: Clear guideline for governing authorities, not for the individual 
administration of justice. 

d. POETRY: Language is used symbolically and metaphorically to portray truth in word 
pictures. 

e. WISDOM LITERATURE: Communicate values that are generally true, though not 
universally true. 

f. PROPHECY: Figurative language that foretells actual future event. 

5. Why was Psalm 119 written?
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The law of the Lord is perfect,
    refreshing the soul.

The statutes of the Lord are trustworthy,
    making wise the simple.

 The precepts of the Lord are right,
    giving joy to the heart.

The commands of the Lord are radiant,
    giving light to the eyes.

 The fear of the Lord is pure,
    enduring forever.

The decrees of the Lord are firm,
    and all of them are righteous.

- Psalm 19:7-9
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Aleph Psalm 119:1-8 

WEEK 1 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

26  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Beth Psalm 119:9-16

WEEK 2 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Gimel Psalm 119:17-24

WEEK 3 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Daleth Psalm 119:25-32

WEEK 4 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: He Psalm 119:33-40

WEEK 5 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Waw Psalm 119:41-48

WEEK 6 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Zayin Psalm 119:49-56

WEEK 7 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Heth 57-64

WEEK 8 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Teth 65-72

WEEK 9 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH
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additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Yodh 73-80

WEEK 10 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

80  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Kaph 81-88

WEEK 11 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

86  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Lamedh 89-96

WEEK 12 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

92  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Mem 97-104

WEEK 13 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

98  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication



 |  101

notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Nun 105-112

WEEK 14 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

104  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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106  | 

personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication



 |  107

notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Samekh 113-120

WEEK 15 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

110  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Ayin 121-128

WEEK 16 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

116  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication



 |  119

notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Pe 129-136

WEEK 17 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

122  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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124  | 

personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication



 |  125

notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Tsadhe 137-144

WEEK 18 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

128  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Qoph 145-152

WEEK 19 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

134  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Resh 153-160

WEEK 20 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

140  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Shin 161-168

WEEK 21 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

146  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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148  | 

personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication
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notes
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 SUN        MON        TUE        WED        THU        FRI        SAT

words I looked up

questions I asked

key people

connected scripture(s)

pause

SCRIPTURE: Tav 169-176

WEEK 22 | DATE: 
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favorite verse(s)

God’s revealed character

main theme(s)

listen



- state sins to forsake

- explore errors to avoid

- live out lessons learned

- affirm promises to claim

- highlight commands to obey

pause + listen - reflections

listen

application - SELAH

152  | 



additional observations

listening prayer

listen

prayer portion
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personal prayer - ACTS

- adoration - confession

- thanksgiving - supplication



 |  155

notes
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The Names and Attributes of God
by The Navigators

Though God is infinitely far above our ability to fully understand, He tells us through the 
Scriptures very specific truths about Himself so that we can know what He is like, and be 
drawn to worship Him. The following is a list of 30 names and attributes of God. Use this guide 
to enrich your time set apart with God by taking one description of Him and meditating on that 
for one day, along with the accompanying passage. Worship God, focusing on Him and His 
character.

God is Jehovah. The name of the independent, self-complete being—“I AM WHO I AM”—only 
belongs to Jehovah God. Our proper response to Him is to fall down in fear and awe of the 
One who possesses all authority. 
—Exodus 3:13-15

God is Jehovah-M’Kaddesh. This name means “the God who sanctifies.” A God separate from 
all that is evil requires that the people who follow Him be cleansed from all evil.       
—Leviticus 20:7,8

God is infinite. God is beyond measurement—we cannot define Him by size or amount. He has 
no beginning, no end, and no limits. 
—Romans 11:33

God is omnipotent. This means God is all-powerful. He spoke all things into being, and all 
things—every cell, every breath, every thought—are sustained by Him. There is nothing too 
difficult for Him to do. 
—Jeremiah 32:17,18, 26,27

God is good. God is the embodiment of perfect goodness, and is kind, benevolent, and full of 
good will toward all creation.   
—Psalm 119:65-72

God is love. God’s love is so great that He gave His only Son to bring us into fellowship with 
Him. God’s love not only encompasses the world, but embraces each of us personally and 
intimately.    
—1 John 4:7-10

God is Jehovah-jireh. This name means “the God who provides.” Just as He provided 
yesterday, He will also provide today and tomorrow. He grants deliverance from sin, the oil of 
joy for the ashes of sorrow, and eternal citizenship in His Kingdom for all those adopted into 
His household. 
—Genesis 22:9-14
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God is Jehovah-shalom. This name means “the God of peace.” We are meant to know the 
fullness of God’s perfect peace, or His “shalom.” God’s peace surpasses understanding and 
sustains us even through difficult times. It is the product of fully being what we were created to 
be.
—Judges 6:16-24

God is immutable. All that God is, He has always been. All that He has been and is, He will 
ever be. He is ever perfect and unchanging.
—Psalm 102:25-28

God is transcendent. We must not think of God as simply the highest in an order of beings. 
This would be to grant Him eminence But he is more than eminent. He is transcendent—
existing beyond and above the created universe.
—Psalm 113:4,5

God is just. God is righteous and holy, fair and equitable in all things. We can trust Him to 
always do what is right.
—Psalm 75:1-7

God is holy. God’s holiness is not simply a better version of the best we know. God is utterly 
and supremely untainted. His holiness stands apart—unique and incomprehensible.
—Revelation 4:8-11

God is Jehovah-rophe. This name means “Jehovah heals.” God alone provides the remedy for 
mankind’s brokenness through His son, Jesus Christ. The Gospel is the physical, moral, and 
spiritual remedy for all people.
—Exodus 15:22-26

God is self-sufficient. All things are God’s to give, and all that is given is given by Him. He can 
receive nothing that He has not already given us.
—Acts 17:24-28

God is omniscient. This means God is all-knowing. God’s knowledge encompasses every 
possible thing that exists, has ever existed, or will ever exist. Nothing is a mystery to Him.
—Psalm 139:1-6

God is omnipresent. God is everywhere—in and around everything, close to everyone. “‘Do not 
I fill heaven and earth?’ declares the Lord.”
—Psalm 139:7-12

God is merciful. God’s merciful compassion is infinite and inexhaustible. Through His provision 
in Christ, He took the judgment that was rightfully ours and placed it on His own shoulders. He 
waits and works now for all people to turn to Him and to live under His justification.
—Deuteronomy 4:29-31
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God is sovereign. God presides over every event, great or small, and He is in control of our 
lives. To be sovereign, He must be all-knowing and all-powerful, and by His sovereignty He 
rules His entire creation.
—1 Chronicles 29:11-13

God is Jehovah-nissi. This name means “God our banner.” Under His banner we go from 
triumph to triumph and say, “Thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord 
Jesus Christ” (1 Corinthians 15:57).
—Exodus 17:8-15

God is wise. All God’s acts are accomplished through His infinite wisdom. He always acts for 
our good, which is to conform us to Christ. Our good and His glory are inextricably bound 
together.
—Proverbs 3:19,20

God is faithful. Out of His faithfulness God honors His covenants and fulfills His promises. Our 
hope for the future rests upon God’s faithfulness.
—Psalm 89:1-8

God is wrathful. Unlike human anger, God’s wrath is never capricious, self-indulgent, or 
irritable. It is the right and necessary reaction to objective moral evil.
— Nahum 1:2-8

God is full of grace. Grace is God’s good pleasure that moves Him to grant merit where it is 
undeserved and to forgive debt that cannot be repaid.
—Ephesians 1:5-8

God is our Comforter. Jesus called the Holy Spirit the “Comforter,” and the apostle Paul writes 
that the Lord is “the God of all comfort.”
—2 Corinthians 1:3,4

God is El-Shaddai. This name means “God Almighty,” the God who is all-sufficient and all-
bountiful, the source of all blessings.
—Genesis 49:22-26

God is Father. Jesus taught us to pray, “Our Father” (Matthew 6:9), and the Spirit of God 
taught us to cry, “Abba, Father.,” an intimate Aramaic term similar to “Daddy.” The Creator of 
the universe cares for each one of us as if we were the only child He had.
—Romans 8:15-17

God is the Church’s head. God the Son, Jesus, is the head of the Church. As the head, the 
part of the body that sees, hears, thinks, and decides, He gives the orders that the rest of the 
body lives by.
—Ephesians 1:22,23
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God is our intercessor. Knowing our temptations, God the Son intercedes for us. He opens 
the doors for us to boldly ask God the Father for mercy. Thus, God is both the initiation and 
conclusion of true prayer.
—Hebrews 4:14-16

God is Adonai. This name means “Master” or “Lord.”  God, our Adonai, calls all God’s people to 
acknowledge themselves as His servants, claiming His right to reign as Lord of our lives.
—2 Samuel 7:18-20

God is Elohim. This name means “Strength” or “Power.” He is transcendent, mighty and strong. 
Elohim is the great name of God, displaying His supreme power, sovereignty, and faithfulness in 
His covenant relationship with us.
—Genesis 17:7,8
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Strategic Prayer

1. I pray Lord, that You draw __________ to Yourself (John 6:44).

2. I pray that  __________ seek to know You (Acts 17:27).

3. I pray that __________  hear and believe the Word of God (1 Thess. 2:13).

4.  I ask You to prevent Satan from blinding __________  to the truth (2 Cor. 4:4; 2 Tim. 2:25-

26).

5.  Holy Spirit, I ask You to convict __________  of his/her sin and his/her need for Christ’s 

redemption.

6.  I ask You to send someone who will share the gospel with  __________ (Matt. 9:37-38).

7.  I also ask that You give me (and/or my fellow disciple) the opportunity, the courage and the 

right words to share the truth with  __________ (Col. 4:3-6; Eph. 6:19-20).

8. Lord, I pray that  __________ turn from his/her sin (Acts 17:30-31; 1 Thess. 1:9-10).

9. Lord, I pray that  __________ would put all of his/her trust in Christ (John 1:12; 5:24).

10. Lord, I pray that  __________ confess Christ as Lord of his/her life, take root and grow in 
his/her faith and bear much fruit for Your glory (Rom. 10:9-10; Col. 2:6-7; Luke 8:15).
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If sinners be damned, at least let them leap to Hell 
over our bodies. If they will perish, let them perish 
with our arms about their knees. Let no one go there 

unwarned and unprayed for.
- Charles H. Spurgeon

Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything 
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your 
requests be made known to God. And the peace of 
God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard 

your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.

- Philippians 4:6-7
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Additional Products
Selah Journal Downloads

CONGREGATIONAL

Shelley Noonan

RUTH

Shelley Noonan

CONGREGATIONAL 

How can a congregation prepare to engage with the 
sermon on Sunday? Selah is an effective way to involve 
the congregation throughout the week surrounding a 
ministry series. This 12-week journal creates a framework 
for personal quiet time, Biblical meditation, and application 
surrounding the passage of Scripture to be taught or the 
sermon series presented on Sunday. The individual study 
also creates an opportunity for small weekly groups to 
connect and explore the Word together. 

RUTH (also available in book format)

The Selah study of Ruth, in book form, gives you a fresh 
tool to enter into this well-loved book of the Bible. Selah is 
unique because it focuses on slowing down and engaging 
with God’s Word yourself. So, instead of rushing through 
the book of Ruth or filling in the blanks, Selah invites you 
to take your time and interact with the characters of the 
story in our eight-week soft bound book. Selah gives you 
a framework in which to dwell in the Word. 
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THE NAMES OF GOD

Shelley Noonan

THE NAMES OF GOD - COMING SOON!

Through the pages of the Bible, a person’s name gave 
information about a person’s character or whom they would 
become. The names of God are vital for us to understand 
so we can know His character and how He relates to us 
in our time of need. This 12-week Bible study will explore 
the Bible passages and where the twelve names of God 
are first mentioned. The Selah method of study invites you 
to learn about His nature and character by drawing near to 
Him through the Word of God.

THE SERVANT

Shelley Noonan

THE SERVANT

Just in time for Lent! Explore one of the most treasured 
and crucial of passages in the Old Testament and gain 
new insight into the lavish love of the Servant of God, 
Jesus. Utilize the five weeks before Resurrection Day to 
understand better Who Christ is and what He did for you 
on the cross. This five week study will take you from the 
unimaginable suffering He endured for our sake to the 
victorious accomplishment of His death and resurrection. 
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About Shelley Noonan

Shelley Noonan is a speaker, author, and blogger. She has 
been a guest speaker at numerous conferences including 
Relevant and The Beautiful Conference. Shelley has spoken 
for the last 17 years at home education conferences across 
the United States on healthy family relationships. She has 
written and published four Bible studies for parents and 
children as well as her newest Bible study entitled, Selah 
– Ruth. She has a blog for Mothers and Tween daughters.  
Shelley and her husband, Bob, live on a farm in northeast 
Nebraska.

About Selah Bible Studies

Like many, I found it challenging to establish a routine for a consistent daily quiet time. I 
longed to be in the Word, but my quiet time was often inconsistent because I lacked a plan 
that gave me accountability, community and a regular time in the Word. As Co-leader of 
Women’s ministry at our church, I discovered many of our women  had the same issue as I.

In the summer of 2015, I embarked on a search for a way to get our women into the Word 
while encouraging accountability, community, and disciple making. I had no success in locating 
something that met our specific needs however, out of our need, Selah was born.

The very word Selah has a melodic ring. That is because Selah is a musical term and is penned 
throughout the Old Testament three times as much as the word Hallelujah! It is used 74 times 
within the books of poetry and the Psalms. What lesson can we learn from its placement in 
scripture? Selah is the Hebrew word for margin. This beautiful word denotes a pocket of time to 
be used for pausing, thinking, remembering and thanking God for His abundant goodness.

Selah is designed to nurture the soul by creating a process for you to “pitching a tent” in God’s 
Word daily. The Selah study creates breathing space so we can enjoy the beauty of God’s 
Word, relish the rest only He can offer and revive our relationship with God by listening to His 
still, soft voice.

Since 2015 Selah, my vision for Selah has progressed from a study exclusively for women to a 
process that invites individuals, small groups, and even whole congregations to mine the riches 
of Scripture.
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For more information or to see additional studies, 
please contact:

Selah Bible Studies
43668 355 Ave

Humphrey, NE 68642

402-276-0370

ShelleyNoonan.com | Facebook.com/SelahBibleStudies

If you are interested in having Shelley teach on 

the Selah Method, please email her at 

SelahBibleStudies@gmail.com



ShelleyNoonan.com  |  Facebook.com/SelahBibleStudies


